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Reviewer 1 
 
This study analyzes the characteristic of the DMB and VL as photosensitizers reacting with 
GUA for aqSOA formation, including kinetic analysis, product distributions and chemical 
characteristics, as well as optical properties.  Meanwhile, the effect of AN for aqSOA 
formation was analyzed. In general, the paper is well written and conclusions are convincing 
in terms of rational and rigorous experimental design and analyses. I just have several minor 
comments on it. 
 
1. In terms of abundance of products, for GUA+DMB, the abundance of products in the 
presence of AN is less than that in the absence of AN, however, for GUA+VL, the results are 
the opposite. Please elaborate. 
 
Response: It is very common to compare the relative abundance of products based on peak 
areas from mass spectrometry (MS) results (e.g., Lee et al., 2014; Romonosky et al., 2017; 
Wang et al., 2017; Fleming et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018; Klodt et al., 2019; Ning et al., 2019) 
to show the relative importance of different types of compounds (K. Wang et al., 2021). 
However, comparisons of relative abundance among different compounds can be subject to 
uncertainties as ionization efficiencies in soft ionization, such as ESI, may significantly vary 
between different compounds (Kebarle, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2006; Leito et al., 2008; Perry 
et al., 2008; Kruve et al., 2014). In our previous work (Mabato et al., 2022), we introduced 
the normalized abundance of products ([P], unitless). The calculation assumes equal 
ionization efficiencies of different compounds, which is commonly used for estimation of 
O:C ratios of SOA (e.g., Bateman et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Laskin et al., 2014; De Haan et 
al., 2019). This allows us to have a better comparison with the literature results. It is 
therefore emphasized that the normalized abundance of products is a semi-quantitative 
analysis of the detected products under different experimental conditions, instead of 
absolute concentrations of them.  
 
Moreover, as stated in the footnote of Table 1, the normalized abundance of products was 
calculated using only the positive ion mode data as the GUA signal from the negative ion 
mode was weak and thus may present large uncertainties during normalization. Therefore, 
products that may not give signals or may have weak signals in the positive ion mode were 
possibly underestimated in the normalized product abundance. The contrasting trends of 
the normalized abundance of products for GUA+DMB and GUA+VL in the absence and 
presence of AN may therefore be related to the differences in the ionization efficiencies of 
the products formed. Nevertheless, the much higher normalized abundance of products for 



GUA+DMB vs. GUA+VL is consistent with the other more quantitative measurements in this 
work (i.e., faster GUA decay and stronger light absorption by reaction products in GUA+DMB 
vs. in GUA+VL).  
 
Sect. 2.2 has been revised to give more information about the normalized abundance of 
products as follows: 
 
Section 2.2 Calculation of the normalized abundance of products 

 
Several recent studies have used comparisons of relative abundance of products based on 
peak areas from mass spectrometry (MS) results (e.g., Lee et al., 2014; Romonosky et al., 
2017; Wang et al., 2017; Fleming et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018; Klodt et al., 2019; Ning et al., 
2019) to show the relative importance of different types of compounds (K. Wang et al., 
2021). However, comparisons of relative abundance among different compounds can be 
subject to uncertainties as ionization efficiencies in soft ionization, such as ESI, may 
significantly vary between different compounds (Kebarle, 2000; Schmidt et al., 2006; Leito 
et al., 2008; Perry et al., 2008; Kruve et al., 2014). The normalized abundance of products 
([P], unitless) was introduced in our previous work (Mabato et al., 2022). In our previous 
work (Mabato et al., 2022), we introduced the normalized abundance of products ([P], 

unitless) (Eq.  2) as Nevertheless, it is a semi-quantitative analysis that gives an overview of 
how the signal intensities changed under different experimental conditions but not the 
quantification of the absolute product concentration. Briefly, The calculation assumes equal 
ionization efficiencies of different compounds, which is commonly used to estimate O:C 
ratios of SOA (Bateman et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Laskin et al., 2014; De Haan et al., 2019) 
was assumed for the calculation:  
 

[P] =
A𝑃,𝑡

A𝐺𝑈𝐴,𝑡
∙
[GUA]𝑡

[GUA]0
        (Eq. 2) 

where AP,t, and AGUA,t are the extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) peak areas of the product P 
and GUA from UHPLC-HESI-Orbitrap-MS analyses at time t, respectively; [GUA]t and [GUA]0 
are the GUA concentrations (μM) determined using UHPLC-PDA at time t and 0, respectively. 
Note that the normalized abundance of products has intrinsic uncertainties due to the 
variability in ionization efficiencies for various compounds. Moreover, it should be noted 
that the normalized abundance of products was calculated using only the positive ion mode 
data as the GUA signal from the negative ion mode was weak and thus may present large 
uncertainties during normalization. Therefore, products that may not give signals or may 
have weak signals in the positive ion mode were possibly underestimated in the normalized 
product abundance. Nevertheless, it enables the comparison of MS results among different 
experiments. As demonstrated in our previous work (Mabato et al., 2022) and the current 
study, a higher normalized abundance of products generally correlates with higher 
efficiency of oxidation. The reported uncertainties were propagated from the changes in 
[GUA] measured using UHPLC-PDA and the MS signal intensities. 
 
2. For Fig.4, why choose an absorbance wavelength of 180 min for the study? What is the 
change of absorbance during the whole reaction process, and is the effect of AN obvious on 
the change of absorbance? 
 



Response: We apologize for the confusion. In Figure 4, the absorbance enhancement was 
based on the integrated area of absorbance from 350 to 550 nm, and 180 min refers to the 
total irradiation time. An irradiation time of 180 min was chosen for this study as it was 
sufficient to show the differences in the extent of the reaction of GUA among the reaction 
systems studied. Moreover, the same irradiation time was applied to all experiments as we 
were trying to evaluate the product distributions after a certain time of photosensitization. 
For reaction systems with precursors of different reactivities, chemical analysis at a fixed 
reaction time may be looking at different generations of products of each precursor, as Yu 
et al. (2014) reported. Measuring the product distribution at a fixed time might have missed 
the information on what/how many products are formed at the similar amounts of 
precursors reacted. The situation could be even more complicated if different precursors 
had major differences in pathways and dominant intermediates. However, comparing the 
product distributions after a certain time of light exposure, as is the case for this study, is 
useful to evaluate what products would form after a certain time of photosensitization. This 
information has been added to the discussion of product distributions as follows: 
 
Lines 194-197: The products detected using UHPLC-HESI-Orbitrap-MS were used to 
represent characterize the aqSOA formed in this work. The signal-weighted distributions of 
aqSOA calculated from combined positive (POS) and negative (NEG) ion modes MS results 
are summarized in Figure 2. The signal-weighted distributions calculated separately from 
POS and NEG ion modes MS results are available in Figures S21 and S32. It should be noted 
that in this work, the product distributions for all experiments were based on the same 
irradiation time of 180 min. An irradiation time of 180 min was chosen as it was sufficient to 
show the differences in the extent of reaction of GUA among the reaction systems studied. 
For reaction systems with precursors of different reactivities, chemical analysis at a fixed 
reaction time may be looking at different generations of products of each precursor, as Yu 
et al. (2014) reported. Measuring the product distribution at a fixed time might have missed 
the information on what/how many products are formed at the similar amounts of 
precursors reacted. The situation could be even more complicated if different precursors 
had major differences in pathways and dominant intermediates. However, comparing the 
product distributions after a certain time of light exposure, as is the case for this study, is 
useful to evaluate what products would form after a certain time of photosensitization.  
 
For all experiments in this work, we measured the absorbance every 30 min from 0 to 180 
min and observed an increase in visible light absorption from 350 to 550 nm. As mentioned 
in lines 353-358, the effect of AN was not evident on the absorbance enhancement. For 
GUA+DMB+AN, the N-containing products may have offset the decrease in oligomers to 
maintain the absorbance enhancement noted from GUA+DMB. For GUA+VL+AN, the 
decrease in monomers may have counteracted the increased oligomers and the generated 
N-containing products.  
 
The absorbance enhancement from 0 to 180 min for all reaction systems studied have been 
added to Figure 4(a). Based on suggestions from Reviewer 4, the original Figure 4 (now 
Figure 4b) has also been replaced with the change in the rate of sunlight absorption (ΔRabs) 
from 350-550 nm at 180 min during typical clear and haze days in Beijing, China. Moreover, 
the absorption spectra after 180 min of irradiation for each solution have been added to the 
supplement (Figure S7) based on suggestions from Reviewer 4. 



The updated Figure 4 and added Figure S7 are shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. (a) Increase in light absorption throughout 180 min of irradiation for all reaction 
systems studied and (b) Change in the rate of sunlight absorption (ΔRabs) from 350-550 nm 
at 180 min during typical clear and haze days in Beijing, China for aqSOA from 
GUA+DMB+AN, GUA+DMB, GUA+VL+AN, GUA+VL, and GUA+AN. Increase in visible light 
absorption for aqSOA from GUA+DMB, GUA+VL, GUA+DMB+AN, and GUA+VL+AN. Error 
bars represent one standard deviation of triplicate experiments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S7. UV-Vis absorption spectra of GUA+DMB+AN, GUA+DMB, GUA+VL+AN, GUA+VL, 
and GUA+AN after 180 min of irradiation. The inset is the expanded view from 350 to 550 
nm.  
 
The corresponding revisions in the text are as follows: 
 
Lines 253-260: The increase in light absorption throughout 180 min of irradiation and the 

change in the rate of sunlight absorption (ΔRabs) (Jiang et al., 2021) from 350 to 550 nm at 

180 min during typical clear and haze days in Beijing, China for all the reaction systems 

studied are provided in Figure 4. Figure S7 shows the absorption spectra after 180 min of 

irradiation for each reaction system studied. In this work, the absorbance enhancement of 

GUA+DMB and GUA+VL (Fig. 4a) could be due to correlates with oligomers and 



functionalized monomers, which are the highest contributors to the product signals. 

Identifying the chromophores responsible for the absorbance enhancement may be 

beneficial in understanding the impact of aqSOA on the Earth’s radiative balance and 

determining the reactions that affect light absorption by aqSOA (Mabato et al., 2022). 

However, the detected products did not exhibit distinct peaks in the UHPLC-PDA 

chromatograms, likely due to the concentration of the chromophores being below the 

detection limit of PDA. Nevertheless, the higher absorbance enhancement and ΔRabs for 

GUA+DMB than GUA+VL was most likely associated with probably due to the higher 

contribution and normalized abundance (by ~6 times) of oligomers in the former. 

 

Line 353: The presence of AN also did not appreciably affect the absorbance enhancement 
and ΔRabs for both GUA+DMB+AN and GUA+VL+AN (Fig. 4). 
 
3. (a) Why the entire reaction time of this study was 180 minutes, and (b) did the precursors 

get reacted completely? 

 

Response: (a) As mentioned in our response to question #2, an irradiation time of 180 min 
was chosen for this work as it was sufficient to show the differences in the extent of 
reaction of GUA among the reaction systems studied. Moreover, the same irradiation time 
was applied to all experiments as we were trying to evaluate the product distributions after 
a certain time of photosensitization. To clarify this in the text, the discussion of product 
distributions has been amended, as shown in the response to question #2.  
 
(b) No, GUA and the photosensitizers were not fully consumed within the 180 min 
irradiation. The estimated fraction of GUA and the photosensitizers that remained after 
irradiation were as follows:  
 

Reaction 
conditions 

Estimated fraction of GUA and the photosensitizers 
that remained after 180 min of irradiation 

GUA+AN 84% GUA 

GUA+DMB 39% GUA and 89% DMB 

GUA+DMB+AN 40% GUA and 89% DMB 

GUA+VL 79% GUA and 46% VL 

GUA+VL+AN 78% GUA and 47% VL 
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